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IDEAS FOR YOUR TEAM EVENT
…FOR SPORTS FANS
ROLAND ARENA LENZERHEIDE

TOBBOGAN RUN & ROPE PARK CHURWALDEN

A mix of concentration and precision during the shooting process as well as the
strength during the sports activity is what makes biathlon a challenge for body
and mind.
The shooting can be combined with an endurance session as cross country
skiing, running, cycling, inline skating etc.

TOBBOGAN RUN:

POSSIBLE OFFERS:
first insight into the sport of biathlon
getting to know the small bore rifle
first exercises with the small bore rifle
COSTS:
from CHF 49.00 per person
rental costs for sports gear is charged separately
Further information: www.biathlon-arena-lenzerheide.ch

Experience the power of gravity in all the bends as well as weightlessness
with speed up to 40 km/h on the longest tobbogan run of Switzerland.
Speed down 3.1 kilometers and enjoy the airstream in your face.
ROPE PARK: (max. 30 persons)
On the different lines with different ability levels you can test dexterity,
body feeling and endurance. Moreover, a zip line of 150 meters awaits you
in the rope park Pradaschier.
COSTS:
chairlift and tobbogan run for more than 10 people CHF 22.00 per person
rope park for more than 10 people CHF 24.00 per person
Further information: www.pradaschier.ch

IDEAS FOR YOUR TEAM EVENT
…FOR SPORTS FANS
MONSTERTROTTINETT AND SUMMER SLEIGHTING
In summer, the Tschugga Restaurant in Parpan offers Montertrotinettes and
summer sledging. With both vehicles you can speed down into the valley.
Fun is guaranteed.
COSTS:
per person CHF 15.00
per person with consumption in the restaurant CHF 8.00

YOUR COSTOMIZED BIKE TOUR
The bike guides from the Lenzerheide bike school not only instruct you
for a better riding technique, tell you valuable tips and tricks for your bike
handling but show you the most beautiful trails and spots of the area. There
are trails for every skill level: from facile to highly challenging but a lot of fun
is always guaranteed.
COSTS:
on request

Further information: www.restaurant-tschugga.com
Further information: www.bikeschulelenzerheide.ch

IDEAS FOR YOUR TEAM EVENT
… FOR GOURMETS
MOUNTAIN CHEESE DAIRY PARPAN
The mountain cheese dairy is highly fascinating as it is a modern dairy
production situated in an over 100 years old stable of the old Plantahof alp.
The cheese dairy offers a visitors room, where the cheese production can
be observed. The visitors’ room is open to public from the end of Mai to the
end of September. Daily openings and free of charge.On request and prebooking guided tours through the cheese dairy are available. You will be
guided by a specialist and will be introduced to the history, the aim and the
production specifics of the cheese dairy. A small cheese tasting is included
in the guided tour.

MEAT DRYING MANUFACTURY PARPAN
Be transferred into a fascinating world of Grisons most popular speciality –
Grison dried meat. Experience live in Parpan at Brüggers’ how this speciality
is prepared.Jörg Brügger himself guides you through the meat drying
manufactory and narrates exciting stories all about this traditional trade.
This guided tour is suitable for groups of 12 up to 40 people. Convenient to
combine with an appetizer and a glass of wine after the tour.
COSTS:
on request

COSTS:
groups of more than 17 people CHF 12.00 per person
smaller groups are charged a flat-rate of CHF 200.00
Further information: www.alpkaeserei.ch

Further information: www.bruegger-parpan.ch

IDEAS FOR YOUR TEAM EVENT
… FOR GOURMETS
FREERIDE BAR PARPAN
Enjoy a cheese fondue or grill gathering after a day out on the mountains
or just a relaxed aperitif after a little hike in the Freeride Bar. The one’s who
like to celebrate a little longer, it is possible to rent the bar exclusively. After
every event you can hike back to Parpan, the trails lightened up by your
torches.

NITRO BAR - MOLEKULAR DRINKS
Der Hit sowohl im Party-, als auch im Galabereich. Mit viel Nebel, Feuer und
Showeinlagen interpretiert Nino Sargenti die klassischen Cocktails ganz
neu. Mit Hilfe von Trockeneis und flüssigem Stickstoff macht er jeden Drink
zum Spektakel.
COSTS:

COSTS:

on request

depending on individual program

Further information: www.nitrobar.ch

Further information: www.freeridebar.ch

IDEAS FOR YOUR TEAM EVENT
… FOR ADVENTURE LOVERS
YOUR MOUNTAIN EXPERIENCE
Experience, discover and learn about mountains, people and nature together at
once. Andy Niedermann projects and organizes a team event specifically to your
wishes and requirements.
POSSIBLE PROPOSAL:

ADVENTRUE AND TEAM BUILDING PROGRAMS
Conray AG is the largest organizer of activity team events and team building
happenings in Switzerland. They offer a vast selection of events for summer
as well as winter time. They are highly innovative and are able to customize
every event specifically to the customers’ needs.
Whether highland games, building a float on the local lake or shooting an
air gun – your team event is becoming for sure an unforgettable experience.

Olympic Games
treasure hunt

COSTS:

hiking

depending on individual program

nordic walking

Further information: www.conray.ch

Geocaching
COSTS:
depending on individual program
Further information: www.ihr-bergerlebnis.ch

IDEAS FOR YOUR TEAM EVENT
… FOR ADVENTURE LOVERS
FARMES OLYMPIC GAMES
The visitors-farm “Kuh Villa“ in Lenzerheide offers a team building event in a
special form like farmers Olympic Games.Coordination, concentration, team
work and entertainment are guaranteed. This event is suitable for groups of
up to 50 people. During bad weather, the Olympic Games can be moved
into an onsite stable.

COSTS:
on request
Further information: www.kuhvilla.ch

FOXTRAIL LENZERHEIDE
The most exciting scavenger hunt of Switzerland is on hand the whole
year through surrounded by the beautiful mountains of Lenzerheide. An
active adventure in nature is awaiting you.The trails lead you on a tricky
route through the Grison Alps with stunning panorama views. The trail
“Muntanella” takes 3-4 hours and leads you from Churwalden over the
Heidbüel back to Lenzerheide. You will be manipulating the weather, pillage
a farmes cheese stock to gather all the needed hints. The shorter trail
“Anda” leads around the little lake between Lenzerheide and Valbella and
provides a fun adventure with hidden hints under water and remote steered
waterfalls. Depending on the size of a group, teams of 8 people max are
peered up. The teams can start on a 10 minute rhythm and solve the trail
individually.
COSTS:
from CHF 29.00 per person
Further information: www.foxtrail.ch

IDEAS FOR YOUR TEAM EVENT
… FOR CULTURE ENTHUSIASTS
GUIDED TOUR THROUGH LENZERHEIDE
If you and your group have an historical interest and are keen to dive in
a historical journey through the village Lenzerheide and its surrounding
this guided tour is worth it. The local guides explain the uprising of the
village from a few mountain huts to a pulsing winter and more and more
summer resort. The tour takes approx. 2 hours and you will be led in a circuit
amongst the village treasures.

ALPHORN MUSICIAN
When there is a traditional instrument that is inseparable to Switzerland,
then it is the alphorn. Our local mountain farmer Werner Erb not only
looks authentically he also puts a great effort in the tradition of playing the
alphorn. He enchants national and international guest with his traditional
instrument – as he plays for groups but also lets participants have a go with
the alphorn. You can book him to accompany your cocktail party or your
workshop to let your event become a unique experience.

COSTS:

COSTS:

up to 25 people CHF 180.00
more than 25 people price on request

CHF 250.00 for one musician
CHF 300.00 for a duo

Further information: www.kulturampass.ch
Contact: Donat Rischatsch, mobile: +41 79 928 95 62,
email: d.rischatsch@bluewin.ch

Further information: www.wernererb.ch

TRANSPORT AND INFORMATION
… CONSIDERED EVERYTHING
TRANSPORT FACILITIES
PostAuto
Region Graubünden
Gürtelstrasse 14
7003 Chur
+41 58 341 35 13
chur@postauto.ch
www.postauto.ch

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROPOSAL
Please be aware that the above mentioned prices are non-binding.
We are happy to request a suitable offer for your event, as soon as you have a determined interest in a special team event.
In case of further questions, we are happy to assist you.

Your eventbutlers
Flurina Würgler & Corina Allemann
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IDEAS FOR YOUR TEAM EVENT
…FOR SPORTS FANS
ROLAND ARENA LENZERHEIDE

CURLING IN THE SPORTS CENTER H2LAI

A mix of concentration and precision during the shooting process as well as the
strength during the sports activity is what makes biathlon a challenge for body
and mind.
The shooting can be combined with an endurance session as cross country
skiing, running, cycling, inline skating etc.

COSTS:

POSSIBLE OFFERS:

on request

first insight into the sport of biathlon
getting to know the small bore rifle
first exercises with the small bore rifle
COSTS:
from CHF 49.00 per person
rental costs for sports gear is charged separately
Further information: www.biathlon-arena-lenzerheide.ch

Curling has a more than 90-years long tradition in the vacation area
Lenzerheide. The sports center H2Lai in Lenzerheide offers possibilities to
ice-skate and first trials in curling.

Further information: www.arosalenzerheide.ch

IDEAS FOR YOUR TEAM EVENT
…FOR SPORTS FANS
SLEDDING FUN BY DAY AND NIGHT
On the sledding trails of the vacation area Lenzerheide you can experience
the magical winter mood on two skids.With a day pass you enjoy sleddingfun the whole day long. Once a week a night-sledding is taking place and
you can reach the bottom of the valley on the lightened up trails.

COSTS:
sled rental: CHF 15.00 per sled
day pass: CHF 47.00
Further information: www.arosalenzerheide.ch

SKI RACE
Racing like a pro: racing fever and competition mood are guaranteed on the
racing pists and can be experienced by oneself.The racing service includes
the handing out the starting numbers, time measuring and setting up the
ranking lists.
COSTS:
Pist Pedra Grossa:
1 run, up to 50 people, flat-rate: CHF 325.00
2 runs, up to 50 people, flat-rate: CHF 425.00
Pist Crappa Grossa:
1 run, up to 50 people, flat-rate: CHF 500.00
2 runs, up to 50 people, flat-rate: CHF 600.00
Further information: www.arosalenzerheide.ch

IDEAS FOR YOUR TEAM EVENT
… FOR GOURMETS
MOUNTAIN CHEESE DAIRY PARPAN
The mountain cheese dairy is highly fascinating as it is a modern dairy
production situated in an over 100 years old stable of the old Plantahof alp.
The cheese dairy offers a visitors room, where the cheese production can
be observed. The visitors’ room is open to public from the end of Mai to the
end of September. Daily openings and free of charge.On request and prebooking guided tours through the cheese dairy are available also in winter.
You will be guided by a specialist and will be introduced to the history, the
aim and the production specifics of the cheese dairy. A small cheese tasting
is included in the guided tour.

MEAT DRYING MANUFACTURY PARPAN
Be transferred into a fascinating world of Grisons most popular speciality –
Grison dried meat. Experience live in Parpan at Brüggers’ how this speciality
is prepared.Jörg Brügger himself guides you through the meat drying
manufactory and narrates exciting stories all about this traditional trade.
This guided tour is suitable for groups of 12 up to 40 people. Convenient to
combine with an appetizer and a glass of wine after the tour.
COSTS:
on request

COSTS:
groups of more than 17 people CHF 12.00 per person
smaller groups are charged a flat-rate of CHF 200.00
Further information: www.alpkaeserei.ch

Further information: www.bruegger-parpan.ch

IDEAS FOR YOUR TEAM EVENT
… FOR GOURMETS
FREERIDE BAR PARPAN
Enjoy a cheese fondue or grill gathering after a day out in the snow or a
snow boots hike with an aperitif in the Freeride Bar afterwards. The one’s
who like to celebrate a little longer, it is possible to rent the bar exclusively.
After every event you can hike or sled back to Parpan, trails lightened up by
your torches. The Freeride-team is happy to set up an individual program for
every group.

NITRO BAR - MOLEKULAR DRINKS
This is THE eye catcher not only on a party but also on a formal dinner. With
a lot of fog, fire and special show cases Nino Sargenti creates a new face to
the classical cocktails. With the aid of dry ice and nitrogene he makes every
drink a spectacle.
COSTS:

COSTS:

on request

depending on individual program

Further information: www.nitrobar.ch

Further information: www.freeridebar.ch

IDEAS FOR YOUR TEAM EVENT
… FOR ADVENTURE LOVERS
YOUR MOUNTAIN EXPERIENCE
Experience, discover and learn about mountains, people and nature together at
once. Andy Niedermann projects and organizes a team event specifically to your
wishes and requirements.
Possible proposal:

ADVENTRUE AND TEAM BUILDING PROGRAMS
Conray AG is the largest organizer of activity team events and team building
happenings in Switzerland. They offer a vast selection of events for summer
as well as winter time. They are highly innovative and are able to customize
every event specifically to the customers’ needs.Whether rubber boat races
in powder snow, building igloos or carving ice sculptures – your team event
is becoming for sure an unforgettable experience.

Olympic Games
treasure hunt

COSTS:

snow shoe hike

depending on individual program

cross country skiing

Further information: www.conray.ch

Geochaching
COSTS:
depending on individual program
Further information: www.ihr-bergerlebnis.ch

IDEAS FOR YOUR TEAM EVENT
… FOR ADVENTURE LOVERS
FOXTRAIL LENZERHEIDE
The most exciting scavenger hunt of Switzerland is on hand the whole year
through surrounded by the beautiful mountains of Lenzerheide. An active
adventure in nature is awaiting you.The trail “Anda” leads you around the
little lake between Lenzerheide and Valbella and provides a fun adventure
with hidden hints under water and tricky puzzles. Depending on the size of
a group, teams of 8 people max are peered up. The teams can start on a 10
minute rhythm and solve the trail individually.
COSTS:
from CHF 29.00 per person
Further information: www.foxtrail.ch

IDEAS FOR YOUR TEAM EVENT
… FOR CULTURE ENTHUSIASTS
GUIDED TOUR THROUGH LENZERHEIDE
If you and your group have an historical interest and are keen to dive in
a historical journey through the village Lenzerheide and its surrounding
this guided tour is worth it. The local guides explain the uprising of the
village from a few mountain huts to a pulsing winter and more and more
summer resort. The tour takes approx. 2 hours and you will be led in a circuit
amongst the village treasures.

COSTS:
up to 25 people CHF 180.00
more than 25 people price on request

Further information: www.kulturampass.ch
Contact: Donat Rischatsch, mobile: +41 79 928 95 62,
email: d.rischatsch@bluewin.ch

TRANSPORT AND INFORMATION
… CONSIDERED EVERYTHING
TRANSPORT FACILITIES
PostAuto
Region Graubünden
Gürtelstrasse 14
7003 Chur
+41 58 341 35 13
chur@postauto.ch
www.postauto.ch

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROPOSAL
Please be aware that the above mentioned prices are non-binding.
We are happy to request a suitable offer for your event, as soon as you have a determined interest in a special team event.
In case of further questions, we are happy to assist you.

Your eventbutlers
Flurina Würgler & Corina Allemann

WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO WELCOMING YOU.

| valbellaresort.ch

